PROGRAMME

WELCOME TO

COIMBRA
GYMFEST
TRAMPOLINE
WORLD CUP 2022
Portugal, 24th- 26th June

In these past months, Coimbra has shown
how it is capable of receiving great and
excellent
sport
events
with
great
effectiveness and ﬁerce enthusiasm.
José Manuel
Silva
Mayor of Coimbra
City Hall

Now, hosting Coimbra Gym Fest, with two
international events combined - the
Trampoline World Cup and the International
Trampoline Competition - is another clear
sign of how we are being able to turn Coimbra
into a municipality where physical activity
can be a daily reality for everyone and where
High Performance has great conditions to
thrive. Coimbra is increasingly a great place
for young people to expand their energy and
creativity.
Therefore, it is with great joy that we
welcome you, in the Mário Mexia Hallrecently rehabilitated -, to this important
competition, which is now in its fourth
edition. In the presence of these two
international competitions, we take Coimbra
to the four corners of the world and also show
the various sports infrastructures that the
county is endowed with.
Promoting major mobilizing sports initiatives
has become one of the distinctive positions of
the current political management of the
Coimbra City Council.

Luís Arrais
President of the
Gymnastics
Federation of
Portugal

It is a great pleasure to return to Coimbra, this
time for the World Cup in Trampoline
Gymnastics, taking place in parallel with the
IV Coimbra Gym Fest. The gymnastics
community is happy and proud that, once
again, the Municipality of Coimbra has joined
the Gymnastics Federation of Portugal to
organize an event of this magnitude and
prestige, such as the World Cup that brings to
Dr. Mário Mexia’s Arena, 16 countries and
more than one hundred of the best gymnasts
in the world.
Events of this magnitude have a strong
impact on our society, helping us to project
Gymnastics in attracting new practitioners,
partners, sponsors and spectators and the
beautiful and welcoming city of Coimbra is no
exception.
Together, the two competitions have almost
two dozen countries and more than half a
thousand gymnasts.
A word of congratulations to Associação
Académica
de
Coimbra
for
another
organization of Coimbra Gym Fest.
Together we are stronger.
Portugal is a small country but with a heart
with the size of the world. We always feel at
home here in the beautiful city of Coimbra.
Thank you for your welcome.

In a year marked by a comeback to the
competitions, I’m pleased to welcome
everyone to Coimbra World Cup again!

Ana Pombo

President of Secção
de Ginástica of
Associação
Académica de
Coimbra

This edition counts with more than 100
gymnasts from 16 different countries and it’s
a great honor to have such amazing athletes
competing here, a city known for its art of
hospitality, a city of students and traditions.
By swimming down the river or visiting the
oldest University in the country, let the spirit
of competition enter you, and enjoy what this
beautiful city has to offer too. I wish you the
best luck for the competition and that you can
achieve all your goals.
Welcome to Coimbra World Cup!

EVENT
The Gymnastics Federation of
Portugal
and
the
Associação
Académica de Coimbra, under the
auspices
of
the
Fédération
Internationale de Gymnastique
(FIG) and with the Coimbra
Municipality support, will organize
the FIG Trampoline World Cup.

TRAMPOLINE WORLD
CUP

FIG World Cup Series in Trampoline
Gymnastics in 2021 consists of two
events in Brescia (ITA) and Anadia,
Portugal.
These are great events, staged in
attractive and well known cities and
venues,
with
guaranteed
TV
coverage. Their aim is to showcase
the world’s very best gymnasts in
media
and
public
friendly
surroundings.
This competition is reserved to
national federations and senior
gymnasts in Individual Trampoline,
Synchronized Trampoline, Double
Mini-Trampoline and Tumbling.
At each event, the gymnasts will
have the opportunity to earn World
Cup Points, which will result in the
FIG World Cup Series Ranking List.
The top 8 gymnasts or pairs from
the Qualiﬁcations will qualify for
the Finals (max. 2 individuals or 1
pair per national federation per
discipline).

TRAMPOLINE
INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION
All
international
competitions
organized by Continental Unions,
Groups, Member Federations or
other organizations, are under the
authority of the FIG and require
cooperation and coordination with
the FIG. For this purpose, the FIG
Executive Committee establishes
“Rules
for
Sanctioning
of
International Events”.
Coimbra Gym Fest 2021 holds the
event ID 16590. This is a world
event in under 12, 13-14, 15-16 and
17+ age groups, male and female in
Trampoline, Tumbling and Double
Mini-Trampoline.
The individual competition will
have Qualiﬁcations and Finals (for
the top 8) and Finals will start from
0,00 points (except in groups where
there are less than 9 competitors in
the Qualiﬁcations). The top three
results in the Qualifying round will
result in the ﬁnal score for the
Team Competition.

SCHEDULE FRIDAY 24TH

SCHEDULE SATURDAY 25TH

SCHEDULE SUNDAY 26TH

GROUPS TRAMPOLINE WORLD CUP

GROUPS TRAMPOLINE WORLD CUP

GROUPS COIMBRA GYM FEST

GROUPS COIMBRA GYM FEST

GROUPS COIMBRA GYM FEST

GROUPS COIMBRA GYM FEST

GROUPS COIMBRA GYM FEST

GROUPS COIMBRA GYM FEST

TECHNICAL DATA
TRAMPOLINE

A
Trampoline
exercise
is
characterized by height, continuous
rhythm,
rotational
elements,
without hesitation or pause, in a
performance demonstrating a variety of front and back elements, with
or without twist, body control, good
form,
good
execution
and
regularity of height.
Competition
consists
of
two
exercises in the Qualifying round
and only one in the Finals, and each
exercise is made up of 10 elements.
The ﬁrst Trampoline exercise in the
Qualifying event contains free and
compulsory elements, and the
execution of this exercise alone is
taken into account.
The second exercise in the
Qualifying event and in the exercise
of the Final are free exercises, in
which Execution is added to
Difficulty, Time of Flight and Horizontal displacement, rendering the
total score of the exercise.

SYNCHRONIZED

In the Pairs competition, the
simultaneous Executions of the two
gymnasts have special value, which
added to the Difficulty and
Execution result in the ﬁnal score.

DOUBLE
MINI-TRAMPOLINE

A pass on the DMT is characterized
by high, continuous rhythmic,

rotational
jumping
elements,
without hesitation or intermediate
straight bounces.
A DMT pass should demonstrate a
variety of forward and backward
twisting or non twisting elements.
The pass should show good control,
form,
execution,
height
and
maintenance of height.
In a pass, a maximum of 3 contacts
with the apparatus are allowed with
no intermediate bounce between
the elements. Each pass must end
with
a
dismount
element
performed
from
the
spotter/dismount zone to the
landing area.
A DMT exercise consists of two sets
in the Qualifying competitions, and
another two in the Final. Each DMT
serie consists of 2 elements. The
ﬁnal score results of the sum of
Difficulty and Execution.

TUMBLING

Tumbling is characterized by
continuous
speedy,
rhythmic,
rotational
jumping
elements
without hesitation or intermediate
steps. A tumbling pass should
demonstrate a variety of forward,
backward and sideward elements.
The pass should show good control,
form, execution and maintenance
of tempo.
A Tumbling exercise consists of two
series
in
the
Qualifying
competitions, and another two in
the Final. Each Tumbling serie
consists of 8 elements. The ﬁnal
score results of the sum of
Difficulty and Execution.

#MITOGYM

Gymnastics, Mitochondria, and Us…

Let us learn science in a fun way. This
will be the motto of the MitoGIM
project during the Coimbra Gym Fest
and Trampoline World Cup 2022.
Communicating science is fundamental
in the development of good literacy, as
well as raising awareness at all ages,
starting with children and young people
for many daily problems. Scientists
from the School of Sports and Physical
Education and the CNC - Center for
Neuroscience and Cell Biology at the
University of Coimbra, Portugal, led by
PhD student Ana Pedrosa, will engage
gymnasts, officials, coaches, families,
and others in the MitoGIM project.
The scientists will engage the gymnasts
and the public in discussions on how
our
cells
generate
energy
in
mitochondria, our "powerhouses".
There will also be discussions on how a
better understanding of the body's
functioning is essential for more
informed health decisions, promoting
healthy lifestyles and well-being. This
activity requires the participation of
everybody, especially the gymnasts,
and everybody involved in this
important international gymnastics
event.
At the MitoGIM booth, the scientists
will:
– Raise awareness of families about
sports and healthy eating to improve
their
metabolism
and
maintain
themselves healthy through individual
and/or collective games and immersive
activities, which provide moments of
shared knowledge and fun.
– Engage gymnasts as #MitoGIM
ambassadors in the adoption of
humane lifestyles.
– Describe the work being produced at
the University of Coimbra on these
topics.

Activities include the "MitoHealth"
game, which consists of creating pieces
alluding to food and lifestyles. The
game will have 2 plates, one positive,
and one negative. The challenge is to
place the pieces in the right place to
identify the 'good' and 'bad' lifestyles
and foods for mitochondrial health.
Also, in a co-creative process,
gymnasts from different countries will
help the scientists generate the
storyboard for a comic that will be
produced after the event. This will
hopefully drive more young (and not so
young) individuals to engage in
gymnastics for a healthy lifestyle.
Finally, "MitoShine" will engage
participants to build mitochondria with
available materials to bring home as
souvenirs (clue, they can be excellent
Christmas ornaments!).
The MitoGIM project is expected to
promote better lifestyles among
gymnasts and non-gymnasts. The
gymnasts are expected to better
understand fundamental concepts with
a positive impact on increasing their
performance
and
feel
MitoGIM
ambassadors.
Gymnastics today, more mitochondria
and energy tomorrow! Lifelong health
starts with mitochondria!

THANK YOU!
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